Lesson two
Canyons, valleys and plains: physical landscapes

Answer sheet for Teachers: A-Z of USA

These are some suggestions of words that pupils might use. When watching the video it is unlikely pupils will be able to fill in all the letters so you can ask them to then do some research to find words for the missing letters. There are a few letters which are particularly difficult and so you could suggest they look for place names.

A - America
B - Beach / Bare rock
C - Clouds / Colorado River
D - Distance / Dry
E - Erosion
F - Flowers / Fallen rock
G - Galaxy / Green vegetation
H - Hills / heat
I - Ice
J - Jersey City (New Jersey)
K - Kansas (State)
L - Landscape / Landforms / Layers
M - Mountains
N - Nature
O - Orange / Oxidation
P - Peaks / Peeling rock
Q - Queens (New York)
R - River
S - Stars / Sun
T - Trees / Time lapse
U - Utah (State)
V - Valley / Vegetation
W - Wind / Weathering
X - Xenia (City in Ohio)
Y - Yellow
Z - Zion (National Park in Utah) / Zoom